CASE STUDY

R S Skips Ltd
We have been providing waste
management services to R S Skips, a wellrespected waste management company
in the North-West Kent region since 2012.
R S Skips, a family business with a 100%
commitment to recycling, make it a
priority to look after their customers to
help them achieve sustainability in their
businesses.
Following a recommendation, and then
based on price and recycling/recovery
figures, R S Skips started tipping waste at
McGrath’s Barking Materials Recycling
Facility (MRF) in 2012. Able to manage
most wastes themselves, mostly from the
construction and demolition industry, it
was the residues that they needed to
manage sustainably. McGrath has
developed one of the UK’s most
sophisticated facilities for producing
refuse derived fuel (RDF), a fully
sustainable process which produces fuel
using residual wastes. The residues are
baled at the MRF in Barking and then
shipped to partners on the continent

using the company’s wharf facilities. At
these plants the RDF bales are incinerated
to produce electricity for the local grid.
Ash residues are recycled while remaining
material is used in road and cement
production. Using Greenhouse Gas
conversion data available from Defra it is
calculated that the process saves over
500kg of CO2e for each tonne of RDF
processed.
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R S Skips and their customers share this
desire to reduce their impact on the
environment. Combining effective
collaboration with McGrath and their
customers, R S Skips have accelerated
sustainability across their supply chain
and are now able to claim 99.9%
recycling/recovery rates.
McGrath’s waste reports provide the
documentation that R S Skips require for
their customers to back this up, available
electronically once the waste has been
processed at McGrath’s MRF.

We appreciate McGrath’s service-focused approach to business as well as their zero-to-landfill
commitment. We could tell straight away that creating a successful working relationship with us was
McGrath’s priority and we have never been let down by them. Their service is second to none.
Sukh Randhawa, Operations Manager, R S Skips

